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The Inscrutable Question: Jesus Christ Is the Shekinah Glory; No Darkness in Eternal State, Rev 21:23-25; 22:3-5; Cretaceous Meteorite Verified
	17-	Such manifestations occurred at the Exodus in the form of a pillar of fire, before Moses on Sinai as the Burning Bush, and as the presence that filled the Holy of Holies in both the Tabernacle and the Temple.
	18-	It is God’s desire to dwell with His creatures and He is willing to do so when they are in compliance with His standards, His plan, and His purpose.
	19-	Thus the concept of the term Shekinah Kavodth, is the recognition of the visible presence of God which is consistently manifest by a bright light.
	20-	Jesus Christ as the Shekinah Glory is manifest in every dispensation beginning with the:
	The Age of Israel: Jesus Christ as the Shekinah Glory dwelt in the Holy of Holies between the cherubs over the Mercy Seat atop the Arc of the Covenant.  Exodus 40:34-35,38.
	The Incarnation: Jesus Christ as the Shekinah Glory personally came to Israel in the flesh and lived among them in hypostatic union, His glory manifest to three witnesses, Peter, James, and John on the Mount of Transfiguration in Matthew 17:1-9.
	The Church Age: Jesus Christ as the Shekinah Glory indwells believers’ bodies through the universal and permanent indwelling of the Holy Spirit.  2 Corinthians 3:18.
	The Tribulation: Jesus Christ as the Shekinah Glory will return to the earth at His Second Advent.  Matthew 24:30; Revelation 1:7; 19:11-16.
	The Millennium: Jesus Christ as the Shekinah Glory reigns in Ezekiel’s Temple on Jerusalem’s Mount Zion for 1,000 years.  Ezekiel 43:4-7a; Revelation 20:6.

	21-	So not only is the visible presence of our Lord manifest to us by light, there is no darkness associated with the essence of God.  An elaboration on this principle is provided by:
Thieme, R. B., Jr.	Creation, Chaos, & Restoration, 14-15:
Genesis 1:3 was the beginning of God’s work, which will conclude with a future age where darkness no longer exists.  In Genesis 1:4 God separated the light from the darkness and assigned to each a specific realm of activity.
Throughout Scripture darkness belongs to the devil and is a metaphor for sin, spiritual death, and the kingdom of Satan.  In contrast, the realm of God is light.  God Himself is light (1 John 1:5) and in Him there is no darkness.
The incarnate Word of God, Jesus Christ, is the “light of the world” (John 8:12).  The written Word sheds light on the believer’s soul (Psalm 119:105, 130).  The Gospel is light (2 Corinthians 4:3-4; 2 Timothy 1:10).  When a person believes in Jesus Christ as Savior, God transfers the believer from Satan’s kingdom of darkness into God’s kingdom of light (Colossians 1:12-13).
The devil cannot produce light, create life, nor provide regeneration.  Satan can ultimately do nothing constructive for mankind, this earth, or the universe.  God allowed the darkness to coexist with the light just as he permits fallen angels to continue to exist with the elect angels and unbelievers to coexist with believers.
	Darkness is permitted beginning in Genesis 1:2 to intrude into God’s domain of universal light and is permitted to remain as part of the restored earth beginning in Genesis 1:3.  However, there will occur a “future age where darkness will no longer exist.”  

Revelation 21:23 - For the city [ New Jerusalem ] had no need for the sun or the moon to shine upon it, for the Shekinah Glory has illuminated it and the Lamb is its lamp.
v. 24 -	The nations [ on the new earth ] will walk by its light and the kings of the earth will bring their glory to it.
v. 25 -	And by no means shall on any day the gates be shut, for there shall be no night there.
Revelation 22:3 - There shall no longer be any curse [ no entropy ].  Furthermore, the throne of God and of the Lamb shall be in it [ New Jerusalem ] and His servants [ the elect, both angelic and human ] shall serve Him.
v. 4 - They shall both see His face and His royal title shall be on their foreheads.
v. 5 - There shall no longer be night.  Furthermore, they do not have need of the light of a lamp or the light of the sun because the Lord God [ Jesus Christ as the Shekinah Glory ] will give them light and they shall reign forever and ever.
These two passages are key to our study.  Dr. Wilber M. Smith, one of Colonel Thieme’s former professors at Dallas Theological Seminary, sheds light (pun intended) on these verses:
Smith, Wilber M.  “Revelation.”  In The Wycliffe Bible Commentary, edited by Charles F. Pfeiffer and Everett F. Harrison.  (Chicago: Moody Press, 1962, 1990), 1523:
Revelation 21:22-23.  John proceeds to tell us that the city has no temple within, and that it is so brilliantly illuminated by the glory of God [the Shekinah Glory of Jesus Christ] that it has no need of the light of the sun or moon, though they will still be shining.  Our text does not say that there will not be any sun or moon in eternity, but that we will not need the light of the sun and moon, for the very glory of God will illuminate the city.  … we do need the sun and moon in our present state of existence, but will need them no more when in the presence of God, who is light indeed.
Revelation 22:3-5.  (There is) no curse on man, nor on the earth where he lives, nor in the city of his habitation—Christ has removed the curse and all the consequences of it.  Here are two final eliminations of things that have troubled and burdened man: the removal of all curse, and the elimination of night forever.
	23-	All darkness must therefore find its origin in the fall of Lucifer, a concept addressed by:
Thieme, R. B., Jr.  Creation, Chaos, & Restoration.  3d ed.  (Houston: R. B. Thieme, Jr., Bible Ministries, 1995), 15:
The devil cannot produce light, create life, nor provide regeneration.  Satan can ultimately do nothing constructive for mankind, this earth, or the universe.  God allowed the darkness to coexist with the light [in Genesis 1:3-5] just as He permits fallen angels to continue to exist with the elect angels and unbelievers to coexist with believers.
	24-	Thus, no darkness existed until the sin of Lucifer.  The introduction of sin into the perfection of God’s creation caused an immediate curse to fall upon the closed system of the universe.
	25-	Entropy, by means of some rouge heavenly body, e.g., a comet, asteroid, or meteorite, initiated a global cataclysm that hurled the world’s oceans out of their beds.
	26-	The resultant hydrodynamics stacked up strata like dominos, created mountain ranges, and in general sculpted the topography of the earth until the waters covered every landmass.
	Again, scientific discovery is helping science catch up with the Bible.  I will now read excerpts from an interesting essay by Dr. Hugh Ross.  Dr. Ross is a physicist and astronomer who is director of Reasons to Believe, an institution founded to do research in cosmology with the hope of correlating scientific discoveries with biblical revelation.  I do not subscribe to much of Dr. Ross’ theology but his scientific research is credible, as you will see.  The article is a printout from his Web site, www.reasons.org:  http://www.reasons.org/resources/faf/91q3faf/news.htm

When I was researching material for my booklet Genesis One, I found an article in Science titled "Extraterrestrial Cause for the Cretaceous-Tertiary Extinction" (v. 208, n. 4448, pp. 1095-1108). The authors of this article proposed that a six-mile-diameter asteroid caused the extinction of the dinosaurs that occurred 65 million years ago. 
Geologist Walter Alvarez, after returning from a field trip to Italy, mentioned to his father, Luis, of the University of California at Berkley, his difficulty in coming up with a model to explain how a pencil-thin layer of gray clay at the top of the Cretaceous sediments may have been deposited. Luis suggested that Walter first measure the quantity of iridium in the clay to determine the time span over which the clay was deposited. 
Though relatively abundant in the earth's core and in certain kinds of meteorites, it is an extremely rare element in the outer crust of the earth. What little does exist in the earth's crust, Luis reasoned, must have come from meteorite dust. Assuming that the quantity of iridium being deposited at the Cretaceous period is approximately the same as it is now, a measure of the amount of iridium in any given sedimentary layer helps determine the time scale in forming that layer. 
The Berkeley team was shocked to discover that the amount of iridium in that clay layer exceeded by thirty times the amount that would be expected. Thus, they hypothesized that the iridium was deposited all at once as a result of a six-mile-diameter asteroid's collision with the earth. The impact of such a large object would generate a global dust cloud that in a few years would drop a layer of iridium all over the world. 
After the publication of the Berkeley team's paper, researchers found huge quantities of iridium worldwide in the top layer of Cretaceous deposits. However, not all researchers were convinced that the iridium necessarily came from a huge asteroid.
What began to tip the scales toward an asteroid (or comet) collision was the measuring of the abundances of other platinum-group elements in the layer. In every case, the measurements confirmed meteorite activity. 
Once these findings were understood, researchers began to look for other clues of an extraterrestrial impact. They noticed that a considerable quantity of shocked quartz shows up in the clay layer. Quartz can only be shocked by the high pressures of a large, sudden impact.
The discovery of the shocked quartz led some researchers to begin searching for the impact site. What they uncovered is an extensive ejecta layer in the region around the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. The grains of shocked quartz in the Caribbean area are much larger and more numerous than those found in other areas. Also, tektites, eighth-inch- to quarter-inch-diameter glassy spheres, have been found throughout the Caribbean, but not elsewhere. Since tektites result only from a large impact, this provides additional evidence that the Cretaceous period was terminated by an extra-terrestrial collision. The tektites also indicate that the crater from that enormous collision must exist somewhere in the environs of the Caribbean. 
Measurements of certain rare earth elements that differ between land and ocean point to a partly ocean floor and partly continental impact site, but a lot more ocean floor than continental. Thus, the impact must have taken place on the edge of an ocean basin. 
In an attempt to find additional clues, geologists began searching for evidence of tidal wave damage. Since a large impact even partly in the ocean would generate waves more than a mile high moving at several hundred miles per hour, the seashores around the impact site should show some effects. Such deposits are indeed found in abundance along the shorelines that existed at the end of the Cretaceous period all along the Gulf of Mexico. The focal point of this wave damage is off the shores of the Yucatan Peninsula. 
A search of the area has turned up a crater about a hundred miles in diameter near the small village of Chicxulub. The discovery of shocked quartz at the site confirms that this crater was created by an impact, and fossils there place the age of the crater within 5 million years of the Cretaceous-Tertiary event. The exact features and age of this crater have yet to be measured; nevertheless, many geologists are convinced that the mystery is solved. 
One of the remaining mysteries surrounding these mass extinctions is how new creatures, some similar to the extinct ones and some very different, could have appeared soon after the catastrophes. Collision models demonstrate that life on earth would be unsupportable, at least for larger animals, for two to ten years. Such a small time window is far beyond the capacity of paleontologists to discern. However, new species are evidenced as soon after the mass extinctions as can possibly be detected. 
To me the most obvious answer to this mystery of the rapid replacement of life would be the intervention of the Creator. 
	Dr. Ross’ article was written in 1991.  Here is a news release taken from the ABC’s Web site: www.abcnews.com: 

(26 January 2001) Most geologists consider a huge crater off Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula to be the “smoking gun” evidence that a meteor slammed into Earth 65 million years ago, killing off the dinosaurs. Now, a UCLA scientist may have found a sliver of the bullet — a piece of the meteor itself.
Chemical and microscopic analysis of the fragment also offer evidence the doomsday meteor was an asteroid and not a comet, as some have hypothesized. 
	This is a catastrophe that occurred in the general time frame of the Ice Age when the sudden extinction of dinosaurs and other prehistoric genera occurred, and the equally sudden advent of new species.

I do not believe that this particular event is the one that brought about the cataclysm of Genesis 1:2.  I present it to illustrate that similar events are now documented.  The one that blasted the earth off its axis and inundated it with the world’s oceans was much more fierce and destructive than the one described in these articles.
	30-	Soon after the cataclysm of Genesis 1:2 occurred complete darkness suddenly intruded into the universe freezing all matter, including the raging waters, in a moment of time.
	31-	Never before since the creation of the heavens and the earth had darkness been a part of the universe for in the original creation there was no darkness, there was no night, there were no shadows.
	32-	Why?  Because God is light and in Him there is no darkness at all.  Consequently, nothing He creates can contain darkness. 


